Azimuthal correlations in diffractive scattering at the Electron-Ion Collider
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Abstract

We calculate azimuthal correlations between the exclusively produced vector meson and the scattered electron in Deep Inelastic Scattering processes at the future Electron-Ion Collider (EIC). We identify “kinematical” and “intrinsic” contributions to these correlations, and show that the correlations are sensitive to the non-trivial correlations in the gluon distribution of the target. Realistic predictions at the EIC kinematics are provided using two different approaches to describe the dipole-proton interaction at relatively small $x$.

1 Introduction

Exclusive vector particle production at high energy is a powerful probe of the small-$x$ structure of protons and nuclei. This process has two particular advantages. First, as there is no
net color charge transfer to the target, the cross section scales approximately as the gluon density squared [1]. Additionally, as the momentum transfer is Fourier conjugate to the impact parameter, it becomes possible to study the spatial distribution of small-\(x\) gluons (and their event-by-event fluctuations) [2–4].

To perform more detailed imaging, it is useful to look at more differential measurements. In Ref. [5] presented in this Talk, exclusive \(J/\psi\) and photon production cross sections have been calculated differentially in both squared momentum transfer \(|t|\) and the azimuthal angle \(\phi_{k\Delta}\) between the outgoing electron and the produced vector particle in the frame where the incoming photon has no transverse momentum.

## 2 Azimuthal correlations in exclusive cross section

Cross section for exclusive vector particle production in electron-hadron collisions was calculated in Ref. [5]. The cross section can be written as

\[
\frac{d\sigma^{eA\to eAV}}{dx_dQ^2dt|d\phi_{k\Delta}} = \frac{\alpha_{em}}{32\pi^3Q^2x_P}\sum_{\lambda,\lambda' = 0, \pm 1} \left\{ (1 - y) \left| \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{0,\lambda'} \rangle_y \right|^2 
+ \frac{1}{4} [1 + (1 - y)^2] \sum_{\lambda = \pm 1} \left| \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{\lambda,\lambda'} \rangle_y \right|^2 
- \frac{\sqrt{y}}{2} (2 - y) \sqrt{1 - y} \sum_{\lambda = \pm 1} \text{Re} \left( \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{0,\lambda} \rangle_y \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{\lambda,\lambda'} \rangle_y \cos(\phi_{k\Delta}) \right) 
+ (1 - y) \text{Re} \left( \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{1,\lambda} \rangle_y \langle \overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{-1,\lambda'} \rangle_y \cos(2\phi_{k\Delta}) \right) \right\}. \tag{1}
\]

Here \(\overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{\lambda,\lambda'}\) corresponds to the scattering amplitude for the \(\gamma^* + A \to V + A\) scattering, where \(\lambda\) and \(\lambda'\) refer to the polarizations of the \(\gamma^*\) and \(V\), respectively, \(V = J/\psi\) or \(V = \gamma\) and \(y\) is the inelasticity variable. Explicit expression for these amplitudes are calculated in Ref. [5] and the results are in agreement with the previous calculation performed in the same Color Glass Condensate (CGC) framework [6].

An important feature in Eq. (1) is that the interference between amplitudes with different polarization states results in non-zero \(\cos(\phi_{k\Delta})\) and \(\cos(2\phi_{k\Delta})\) modulations. These are in turn related to the dependence on orientation between the impact parameter \(b_\perp\) and dipole size \(r_\perp\) in the dipole-target scattering amplitude \(D(r_\perp, b_\perp)\). For example, the amplitude \(\overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{\pm 1, \mp 1}\) reads

\[
\overline{M}^{\gamma^A V}_{\pm 1, \mp 1} = \frac{8N_c e^2 q_f^2}{(2\pi)^2} \int_{b_\perp} e^{-i\Delta_{\perp, b_\perp}} \int_{r_\perp} e^{i\pm 2i\phi_{r_\perp}} D(r_\perp, b_\perp) \times \int e^{-i\delta_{\perp, r_\perp, r_\perp} b_\perp} e_f K_1(e_f r_\perp) e_{f'} K_1(e_{f'} r_\perp), \tag{2}
\]

where \(e_f^2 = Q^2z\bar{z} + m_f^2\) with \(\bar{z} = 1 - z\). As \(\phi_{r_\perp}\) is the azimuthal angle between the dipole orientation and the momentum transfer vectors, this amplitude is directly sensitive to the \(\cos(2\phi_{r_\perp})\) modulations in the dipole amplitude, where \(\phi_{r_\perp}\) is the angle between the impact parameter and the dipole orientation. This contribution to the azimuthal modulations in Eq. (1) we refer to as the intrinsic contribution. There is also an additional purely kinematical contribution from the non-zero off-forward phase factor \(\delta_{\perp} = \frac{z - \bar{z}}{2}\Delta\).
Figure 1: The modulation coefficient $v_n$ in coherent $J/\psi$ production at $Q^2 = 2$ GeV$^2$ from Ref. [5]. Left: dependence on the momentum fraction $x_P$. Right: $v_2$ calculated using the dipole amplitude from the impact parameter dependent MV model (standard setup) and from the LCPT calculation of Ref [12].

3 Numerical setup

The main results in Ref. [5] are obtained using a CGC setup, where the Wilson lines describing the target structure at initial $x = 0.01$ are obtained from the McLerran-Venugopalan model [7, 8] with impact parameter dependence. The non-uniform geometry is included by using a local Gaussian color charge correlator $g^2 \langle \rho(x_\perp), \rho(y_\perp) \rangle \sim g^4 \mu^2$, where the density $g^4 \mu^2$ depends on the impact parameter $b_\perp = (x_\perp + y_\perp)/2$, and for the protons a Gaussian distribution $\sim e^{-b_\perp^2/(2B)}$ is assumed. To calculate cross sections at $x < 0.01$, this initial condition is coupled to a JIMWLK evolution equation [9].

The MV model with impact parameter dependence results in a dipole-proton scattering amplitude where the scattering probability is highest when the dipole is oriented parallel to the impact parameter (see [5, 10, 11]). For comparison, in this Contribution we also present preliminary results using a recent dipole-target scattering amplitude obtained as a result of an explicit light cone perturbation theory calculation in Refs. [12, 13] (“LCPT dipole”). In that approach, one takes a non-perturbative wave function constrained by low-energy data to describe the proton structure in the valence quark region, and then calculates perturbatively a gluon emission which allows extension of the calculation towards moderately small $x$. This calculation results in non-trivial correlations that are absent in the MV model, and for example the dipole-target scattering amplitude is largest when the dipole is perpendicular to the impact parameter.

4 Numerical results

In this Contribution we focus on exclusive $J/\psi$ production in $e + p$ scattering, the results for DVCS are discussed in detail in Ref. [5] as well as $e + A$ collisions where the angular modulations are found to be very small. We show results for the modulation coefficients $v_n$ defined as

$$v_n = \frac{\int_0^{2\pi} d\phi_k \Delta e^{i\phi} \Delta d\sigma e^+ p \rightarrow e^+ p \rightarrow e^+ p + V / dt d\phi_k \Delta dQ^2 dx^p}{\int_0^{2\pi} d\phi_k \Delta d\sigma e^+ p \rightarrow e^+ p + V / dt d\phi_k \Delta dQ^2 dx^p}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)
The $v_1$ and $v_2$ modulations for the exclusive $J/\psi$ production at two different $x_P$ values accessible at the EIC are shown in Fig. 1a using the impact parameter dependent MV model initial condition coupled to the JIMWLK evolution. In case of heavy meson production, the $v_1$ modulation is found to be extremely small, as it is dominated by the off-forward phase factor whose contribution is small when the dipole size $|r^\perp_2| \sim 1/(Q^2 + M^2_{J/\psi})$ is small. The $v_2$ modulation is significant, as it receives also a contribution from the $\cos(2\Phi_{rb})$ modulation present in the dipole-proton scattering amplitude. The modulations are suppressed at smaller $x_P$, and this change is driven by the JIMWLK evolution. The proton grows towards small $x_P$, which results in smaller density gradients and weaker angular dependence in the dipole scattering amplitude.

Next we compare the $v_2$ modulation we obtain using the dipole amplitude from the MV model, and from the LCPT calculation discussed briefly in Sec. 3. We calculate $v_2$ at $x_P = 0.01$, which is not too small and the LCPT calculation, which has not been combined with a small-$x$ evolution equation, can be expected to be applicable. The results are shown in Fig. 1b. As discussed above, the angular dependence in the “LCPT dipole” differs from that of the MV model, which results in $v_2$ being negative (and the magnitude being smaller) than what is obtained when the (impact parameter dependent) MV model is used. For comparison, we also calculate $v_2$ using the LCPT dipole where we have artificially removed any dependence on the dipole orientation. In this case we find a small and positive $v_2$, where the positive contribution is due to the non-zero off-forward phase $e^{-i\delta_{r^\perp} \cdot r^\perp}$ e.g. in Eq. (2).

5 Conclusion

We have shown in Ref. [5] how azimuthal electron-vector meson correlations can be used to access the angular dependence of the dipole-target scattering amplitude. This, in turn, can also be related to the gluon transversity GPD and to the gluon Wigner distribution [6,10,14]. From the Color Glass Condensate based setup, where an impact parameter dependent MV model is coupled to the JIMWLK small-$x$ evolution equation, we predict significant ($\sim 5\%$) azimuthal modulations for exclusive $J/\psi$ production in the electron-proton collisions at the EIC. Much larger modulations are predicted for DVCS, but the Bethe-Heitler contribution may render this measurements more difficult to interpret.

In this Contribution we have studied the model dependence of the predicted azimuthal modulations, by using a dipole amplitude recently obtained as a result of explicit light cone perturbation theory calculations [12] (also presented in this Conference). The dependence on the dipole orientation is very different in these calculations that approach the problem from the dilute valence quark region, compare to the MV model which consider the opposite (dense) limit. We find very different predictions for the $v_2$ modulations in exclusive $J/\psi$ production, even with opposite signs when the dipole amplitude from the MV model or from the LCPT calculation is used. In the future, it will be interesting to study how the transition from a dilute (described by a LCPT calculation combined with a small-$x$ evolution) to the dense region, where the MV model can be taken to be a more realistic description, takes place.
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